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ABSTRACT
Millimeter wave (mmWave) and massive multiple-input multiple-output
communications (massive MIMO) have been adopted as the most important keys for the
next generation (5G) wireless networks due to high spectrum availability and massive use
of space diversity for high throughput communications. Massive MIMO must be
implemented parallel with mmWave to overcome high path-loss issue in mmWave band
by improving the antennas gain. Digital precoding in massive MIMO shows high
performance at the cost of hardware complexity due to the requirement of huge number
of radio frequency (RF) chains and analog-to-digital converters (ADCs). On the other
hand, analog precoding has less complexity with limited performance as it supports only
one data stream. In compromise between these two, a hybrid precoding for multiuser
massive MIMO (MU-massive MIMO) systems with low-complexity and reasonable
performance becomes necessary for next generation networks. We propose an optimized
hybrid precoding and combining scheme for fully connected structure. The design of
combined analog and digital precoding for the mmWave MU-massive MIMO system
becomes a non-convex problem. Therefore, we proposed a suboptimal design, where we
split the transmitter and receiver hybrid precoding and decoding and adopt orthogonal
matching pursuit algorithm for their design. The simulation results show that the
performance of proposed hybrid precoding approaches the digital precoding in the term
of total sum data rate as we increase number of RF chains and SNR.
KEYWORDS
Hybrid precoding, beamforming, MU-MIMO, Massive MIMO.
1. INTRODUCTION
Scarcity of spectrum has always been a problem in communication networks. Researchers
always look adequate band for good propagation properties. Unfortunately, the current
spectrum does not fulfill the need of bandwidth greedy broadband communications. For
future wireless system such as 5G, data rates for a user expected to increase explosively.
Therefore, the researcher is working to move their attention to millimeter wave
(mmWave) communications from microwave communications due to the availability of a
huge amount of unused spectrum at mmWave. Communication at mmWave is targeting
a speed in Gbits/s (data rates about 10 Gbits/s, which is more than current 4G 100 times)
according to the IEEE 802.11and WiGig. However, operating at mmWave comes with
the high signal attenuation and scattering limitations. To overcome the issue of signal
attenuation many researchers have proposed a new small cell system like micro-cell,
femto-cell and pico-cell. By the small cells, we can combine mmWave and MIMO system
to perform 3D beamforming easily. Directional communication which requires transmit
and receive antenna beamforming can improve signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) to the
sufficient level in the mmWave bands. Implementation of the massive MIMO at mmWave
for beamforming enables us to install hundreds or thousands of antennas at the base
station and receiver, which increases SNR at the receiver, consequently, a significant
increase in system capacity can be observed. With digital beamforming, multiple streams
can be transmitted in parallel, however it requires large numbers of radio frequency (RF)
chains and analog to digital converters (ADCs) which makes the digital beamforming
more complex and costly in the term of power consumptions. While analog precoding
has less complexity and can be implemented with the phase shifter that controls the
phases of transmit signal, but it supports only one data stream with high SNR, resultantly
the capacity cannot be increased significantly. However, combining of both the schemes
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analog and digital precoding, enables us to get the advantages of the both. Therefore,
hybrid beamforming becomes a hot research issue [1].
While designing precoding schemes for mmWave massive MIMO system, mostly
researchers consider fully connected structure [2]. Many algorithms are used for
different structures for hybrid precoding. Assuming perfect channel knowledge at the
transmitter, a low-complexity iterative algorithm based on orthogonal matching persuit
(OMP) is proposed in [3]. The hybrid technique provides a trade-off between the analog
precoding that offers low-complexity with limited-performance and digital precoding
having high–complexity with good-performance [4][5]. One of the most advantages of
hybrid scheme is that it can deal with the less number of RF chains and more number of
antennas [6]. In [7], the spares nature of the mmWave channel is studied. Following [6],
the authors in [2] designed hybrid precoding algorithm based on alternative
minimization and matrix decomposition. In [8] system model investigates both fully
connected structure (each antenna is connected to all RF chains) and partially connected
structure. Based on spatially sparse channel, a hybrid precoding is proposed in [9] that
solves the problem by spares approximation approach for achievable rate as the nearoptimal solution. A codebook based algorithm is proposed in [10] that involve an iterative
search in predefined codebook to get the matrix of optimal hybrid precoding.
In the existing research, the most works on hybrid beamforming are focusing on single
user MIMO (SU-MIMO) systems and trying to reduce the RF chains without affecting
the multi-data streams. It is found that, the number of RF chains are still more than data
streams, which makes the hybrid beamforming hard to be implemented and costly in the
term of the power consumption. In our work, we proposed a novel hybrid precoding
where a group of antenna serves a group of users simultaneously as a result the required
number of RF chain are reduced. We design hybrid precoding for multiuser massive
MIMO (MU-massive MIMO) in mmWave system as follows:
(i)
(ii)

First we design analog and digital decoder for each user.
Use effective channel to calculate analog precoder, which is same for all the
users.
(iii) Adopt block diagonalization (BD) for mitigate the interference and intrainterference between the users.
(iv) By some available algorithms, we design analog RF precoder system.
(v) Digital precoding designed by BD maximizes the total rate for multiuser
massive MIMO system in downlink channel.
(vi) Hybrid beamforming has been design by weighted sum mean Square error
(WSMSE) for which is the inverse gain of its digital precoding.
(vii) Finally, we study the performance of both digital and proposed hybrid
beamforming with different parameters like SNR, data streams and RF
chains.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Massive MIMO and mmWave
communications are studied in detail in Section 2. System model and channel model are
described in Section 3. The hybrid precoding design is explained in Section 4, while
Section 5 narrates simulation results. Finally, the conclusions are made in Section 6.
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2. MASSIVE MIMO AND MILLIMETER WAVE COMMUNICATIONS
MIMO has become integral part of wireless standards as it can increase the reliability and
throughput of the wireless communication systems [11] and one of the most important
key for current 4G wireless systems. Initially, MIMO was designed for the single-user,
therefore, SU-MIMO become the integral part of long-term evaluation and WiMAX [12].
Later it shifted from single-user to multi-user MIMO system [12] where base station can
communicate with a group of users simultaneously with multiple antennas. To meet
increasing data rates and traffic demand, currently, massive MIMO has become hot
research issue where hundreds or thousands of antennas are installed at the base station
to serve the group of users and minimize the interference. The mmWave band is
emerged as most favorable band for massive MIMO.
2.1. Benefits of MU- Massive MIMO
MU-massive MIMO has attained a lot of attention for coming 5G wireless systems because
of its high data rates for all the users and high reliability [13]. The multiple antennas that
are installed at transmitter or receiver support multi signal paths to get large throughput.
By adopting MU-massive MIMO technique the system capacity can be improved by
factor of 10 and spectral efficiency by factor of 20 when the numbers of antennas installed
at transmitter and receiver are about 256 [3]. Many more benefits can be achieved which
are as follows:
i.

ii.

iii.

Energy efficiency (EE) in modern cellular communications have growing
attention worldwide. New research approach relative to EE called green
cellular system has driven the mobile operators to meet the requirements of
clean environment, decrease the cost and find solutions to improve the EE for
cellular mobiles [14].
In MU-Massive MIMO, we can reduce the numbers of amplifiers that uses a
huge energy by replacing the traditional power amplifiers by a hundreds of
low-cost power amplifiers [13], [15].
Massive MIMO has a huge overflow of degree of freedom. Suppose we have
128 antennas that serve 28 users, then 100 degree of freedom remained
unused [16].

2.2 Estimation of Channel
Channel state information (CSI) is important for improving the gain of multi-antenna in
MIMO system. Therefore, CSI becomes more complicated for massive MIMO system
because the huge numbers of antenna at base station. In addition, massive MIMO either
applying FDD or TDD requires a large numbers of pilots. In the presence of large
numbers of users, the reuse of same set of orthogonal pilots in the neighboring cells can
result the pilot contamination in multi-cell system [17]. The pilot contamination limits
the performance and decays the capacity of massive MIMO system. When the number of
antennas are increased at base station, the SINR at receiver side will increase too. Because
the number of antennas at base station are equal to the number of pilot contaminations,
the data signals for all users decreased. To solve this problem, the SIC is applied to
mitigate the interference between the pilot and data signals [18].
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2.3. Communications in Millimeter Waves
Currently, all of the mobile system utilize spectrum in the range of 300MHz to 30 GHz.
The advancement in electronic devices fabrication allows us to utilize the mmWave
spectrum having large bandwidth for fifth generation (5G) wireless system networks.
Therefore, the 5G wireless system must test the 30 to 300 GHz spectrum for the
broadband communication system. However, the issues and challenges in the use of
mmWave spectrum need to be addressed [19]. Availability of huge bandwidth in
mmWave and provision of a hundreds and thousands of antennas at base station make
mmWave and massive MIMO promising candidates for (5G) [1] [20].
The high-path loss due to penetration and atmospheric attenuation become the
nightmare for the mmWave. Many researches have investigated it and advised to adopt
small cell system networks such as femtocell, microcell to overcome the high-path loss
[21]. One of the most suitable solutions to avoid the high atmospheric attenuation
transported by mmWave is to utilize huge numbers of antennas to the base station. In
past and current wireless systems omnidirectional antenna array are used. The
deployment of massive set of narrow-beam directional antennas can steer the signal
direct to the multiple users. There are a lot of antenna array techniques but the most two
fundamental techniques are the beamforming and spatial multiplexing. In spatial
multiplexing, multiple separately and independent encoded data streams can be
transmitted by using multiple antenna elements and the receivers have ability to
reconstructing the original signal effectively [13, 22-25]. Spatial multiplexing is more
effective in two cases:
i.

When the path of prorogation is rich, it can support multiple data streams
transmission.
ii.
At high channel SNR the strength of the original signal is not be affected when
it splits in to multiple data streams.
In beamforming approach, the base station adapts the weight of for each array of antenna
elements to control the data streams direction [13]. In this way, the data stream targets
the desired user and not interfere the others. Beamforming is suitable in the conditions
bellow:
i.
When the SNR of the channel is low.
ii.
When the power of the channel is limited.
iii. Beamforming is critical for mmWave to avoid the high-path loss due to the
small wavelength.

3. SYSTEM MODEL
We consider downlink multiuser channel for hybrid and digital precoding, where one
N
base station (BS) serves M users in the cell. BS has t transmit antennas and each user
N
equipped with r receive antennas. Number of streams for each user are limited by
N
 Nr
.Total number of RF chains rf at transmitter and total number of streams M 
min( Nt , M  Nr ) and min( N rf , M  N r ) respectively. The
in the downlink are limited by
RF chains at receiver are assumed equal to receiver antennas. The signal received at the

mth user is given by:
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y  H mM Wm Fm Pm d m   j  m H mM W j F j Pj d j  nm
M

Where

nm

is vector of i.i.d.

(1)

0 ,  noise and Pm power allocated to the mth user.
2

CN

Figure 1. Proposed MU-Massive MIMO System.

3.1. System Model for Digital Downlink Massive MIMO
In digital downlink massive MIMO system, the BS uses precoding matrix
W  W1D , W2D ,......., WMD 
th
W D  Nt 
at the transmitter where m
is the matrix for m
th
G D  Nr 
d
user. A linear matrix m
may be used at the m user to recover its symbols m
as:
d mD  GmD ( H mH Wm d  nm )  GmD ( H mH  i Wi di  nm )
M

Where

H mH



Nt  N r

(2)
th

is the massive MIMO channel between the m receiver.

3.2. System Model for Hybrid Downlink Massive MIMO
Hybrid beamforming combines analog and digital precoders and decoders. If we expand
th
the beamforming for multiuser massive MIMO, the estimated signal at m user can
written as:
Hy
d mHy  GmHy Rm ( H mH  i FW
i i d  nm )
M

(1)

i

N rf 

Nt  N rf

Rm 
G Hy  N r 
F 
, m
and m
𝐚𝐫𝐞 the matrices of
baseband and analog precoding, and analog and digital decoding respectively. Every
F /R
G Hy W
W Hy
element of m m got a constant modulus. For simplicity, we denote m and m as m
Gm for further derivations. If we denote Am  Gm Rm H mH FmWm (Combining
and
W Hy
Where m



Nr Nr

th

precoding and decoding of both digital and analog), then the received SNR at m user is:
2

 m,t 

Am (t , t ) Pm

 i u

Am (t , t ) Qm   j m Am A j (t , t ) Pj   2
2

M

2
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3.3. Channel Model
There are high free-space path losses in mmWave propagation environment that must
be characterized by an appropriate channel model. We adopt cluster channel, described
in [11]. This model performs the mmWave channel matrix as:

H

i1 l 1 il ar ilrilr at ilt ilt 

Nt N r
N cl N ray

Ncl

N ray

H

(5)

Where Ncl is the numbers of clusters, N ray the numbers of rays for each cluster and
the gain of l th ray in the i th prorogation channel is representing by  il .

4. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND HYBRID PRECODING DESIGN
We want maximize the total sumrate of the system, which is given as:

argWm Fm RmGm max  m

M

s.t.

m

M

 t u log 1   m,t

Wm Fm  M

(6)
The above problem is non-convex and it is difficult to obtain its optimal solution.
Therefore, we propose to solve an approximation of (6) in order to ﬁnd near-optimal
solution that can be practically implemented. First, we fix analog precoder and define
effective channel matrix

H eff  H mM Fm

(7)
We take SVD of effective channel for digital precoder and decoder design.
*
H eff  U eff Aeff Veff

(8)

Wm  Veff

*
F  U eff
and m
(9)
We design the hybrid precoding in two steps, starting with analog and digital decoders
and then analog and digital precoder by the help of orthogonal algorithm. As we can
note from equation (3) the matrices of hybrid are more constrained than the matrices of
digital beamforming, which means digital beamforming achieves the best performance.
dD
Due to the advantages of block diagonalization, we employ the m as the received
reference signal. We set the characteristics of proposed hybrid beamforming by finding
the Euclidian distance between the received signal for digital and hybrid beamforming.
dD
d Hy
It can be acquired by estimating the mean square error between the m and m that is
given by [1]:





 m    d mD  d mHy d mD  d mHy




H




(10)

We use the block diagonalization digital beamforming for total sum rate maximization of
multiuser massive of downlink channel. The block diagonalization uses three basic steps
as follows:
i- Firstly, it eliminates the interference of other users
ii- Secondly it cancels the self-interference for each desired user.
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iii- It optimizes the power of each symbol for maximizing the total sum rate.
For better clarification of the above steps we can define these as follows:
Hˆ
 H , H ,......H , H ,...H 

Vh 0 m

 

1

m 1

2

null Hˆ mH
H mH Vh 0 m

Xm

m

Where

Vh 0 m 

m 1

M

(11)

H
 Uˆ mh Z mVˆhm

Nt 

(12)

is the first factor of

unitary matrices and

of

 ,

null Hˆ mH

Zm is the diagonal matrix of size

Uˆ mh 

Nr 

,

H
Vˆhm




are

. As we mention above the BD

W

G

m and m of (2) as
beamforming algorithm can be carry out by putting
Wm  Vh 0 mVˆhH0 m Qm
G  Uˆ hm
Q
and m
, the m is denoted the matrix of power allocation for
each user. Therefore, the relation between the input-output in (2), can be rewritten as:
H
D
H
dˆmD  Z m Qm d m  Uˆ mh
nm  dˆmi
 zmi q mi d m  uˆmhi
nm
(13)
D
D
ˆ
ˆ
d
d
Where the mi denoted the elements of m and the diagonal element is represented by
zmi  qmi  Z m Qm
uˆ H
Uˆ H
of
and finally, the mhi denoted the row of mh .
The final steps of BD can be performed by solving the total sum rate maximization as:

 z2 q
M
max(qmi )   m1  i 1 log 2 1  mi 2mi



s.t.





 m1  i1 qmi  Pmax
M

(3)

P
q
The elements of maximum power at transmitter max is represented by the mi . The aim
is to solve this problem by utilize some simple algorithms such as water filling algorithm
to reach the close-optimal solution.
Form the above equations we can recognize that, the BD beamforming
and

Rmm  Z m Qm

Rmi  0, m  i . Therefore, the  m in (10) can be written as:



 

m  Gˆ mH RmH H mH FmWˆm  Z m Qm  Gˆ mH RmH H mH FmWˆm  Z m Qm

i1,im Gˆ mH RmH H mH FmWˆi Gˆ mH RmH H mH FmWˆm 
M

H





H





  2 Gˆ mH RmH  Uˆ hm Gˆ mH RmH  Uˆ hm



H

(4)

F
R
Wˆ
Now we have to design analog precoder m , digital precoder m and analog decoder m
. The gap between digital and hybrid beamforming is constant for all the symbols. We
th
use WSMSE algorithm to optimize the main objective function i.e. the i symbol weight

1
th
z2 q
of the m user is set to mi mi , and the equation can be mathematically solved as:

min

FmWˆm Rm

 m1 tr  zm
M

   z
1

Qm

m

m

Qm



m
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 m1 tr FmWˆmWˆmH FmH   Qmax
M

s.t.

2

Fm i , j   M ,

F Wˆ Wˆ

2

Rm i , j   M



(16)

m m m m
max
The 
is introduced to make the same total power for hybrid
and digital beamforming. We further optimize the problem in two steps:
i.
First optimize the receiving matrix (digital decoder) and analog decoder for
each user.
ii.
Then optimized analog and digital precoders for fixed analog and digital
decoders.
M
tr
m 1

H

FH  Q

4.1. First Step
In the first step, we optimized jointly analog
we written it as:
2

min Wm Fm  U hm , s.t.

Wm Fm

F

Rm

and digital

Gm decoders for mth user,

2

Fm  1

(5)

F
W
As we observed that m and m are joint function. Therefore, the constraint of the
objective function is non-convex and optimal solution of objective function is difficult to
f m   Fm null FmT 
Fm  f m


find. To solve function in (17) we set the variable of
where the
and rewrite the (17) as:

 

min RmGm  U hm
Gm

2

,
F

s.t.



diag Rm RmH



0

 N rf

(6)

But even after some mathematical manipulation the non-convex problem is still the same.
The better solution to overcome non-convex problem is to use the orthogonal matching
pursuit algorithm as given below:
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Algorithm I. Orthogonal algorithm to solve the (18)
Initialization: set
For

i  1: N rf



Rm  [] , RmR  U hm .

do

RmH RmR





i  argmax diag  H



Rm   Rm R:,i  





Gm  RmH RmR



1

RmH U hm

U hm  RmGm

RmR 

U hm  RmGm

F

end for

4.2. Second Step
For a given

Gm

and

Rm

in (18), the problem can be reformulated as:

max F Wˆ Gm RmH H mH FmWm  I
m

m



2
F



,

s.t. tr FmWmWmH  Pmax
2

F i , j   1

(7)
We can notice form (15) that the correlation of analog precoder is much high with right
F
HH
singular value of m . It is assumed that each column of analog precoder m 𝐅𝐦 is derived
f m   Fm null FmT   Nt  Nt
fm


from one of the column of , where
with normalized entries.
f
F f
Hence the modulus value of analog precoder m is set to 1. By setting m m and
applying the same technique as step1, the problem (19) can be rearrange as

 

max F

R H G 



FmWmWmH FmH

m

s.t. tr

m

m

H

m

2

FmWm  I

P

F

max

diagWmWmH  N rf

(20)
Therefore, the solution to this problem can be found using the orthogonal algorithm as
used for (18) in step 1, as follows:
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Algorithm II. Orthogonal matching for solving (20)
Initialization: set
For

i  1: N rf



Fm  

 , Fm   H m RmGm 

H

Fm

and

FmR  I

do

FmH FmR





i  max diag  H



Fm   Fm Fm:,i  





Fˆm  H m RmGm



Wˆm  FˆmH Fˆm
FmR 





1

H

Fm

FˆmH

I  Wˆm Fˆm
I  Wˆ Fˆ
m m

F

𝐞𝐧𝐝𝐟𝐨𝐫.

Wm  Pmax

Wˆm
F Wˆ
m

m

F

It is mentioned that the step 1 and step 2 both use fix the power at transmitter side.

5. SIMULATION RESULTS
N  128 N r  32
MIMO This section presents the simulation results. We use, t
,
, where is
Nt
N
is the number of antenna at BS and r is the number of antennas at each user’s
equipment. The number of users are M  4 , antenna spacing d  0.5 , the number of
P
P
SNR  av2
Pav  max
2
 is dominated by  where
paths are L  16 . The
and the total
power

is

limited

by

   0.2347 0.2322 0.0301 0.5271

Pmax  M .

The

channel

parameters

and (𝛉𝐭,𝐦 (𝐢) 𝛉𝐫,𝐦 (𝐢)) are selected randomly from
uniform distribution in [0, 2𝛑]. Then the computed sum total rate is given as

Rt   m1  i 1 Rmi
M

, which means the sum total rate for each symbol is computed by
th
th
Rmi  log10 1   mi 
R
, where mi is the achieved SINR of m user i stream. Each plot is
generated by 1000 iterations, M .

5.1. Compression between Hybrid and Digital Beamforming
In this part, we compare the performance of hybrid beamforming with the digital
beamforming. For simulation, we set the data streams to 12 and the number of radio
N
frequency chains rf to 16. The achievable rates for the digital and hybrid beamforming
are shown in Figure 2 It can be observed that hybrid beamforming performance
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approaches the digital beamformig performance from low to medium SNR region. In
addition, it can be seen the small gap performance may occur at high SNR region.

Figure 2. Digital and Hybrid Beamforming Compression.

5.2. Joint Effects of

and

N rf

On Hybrid and Digital Beamforming

N
In this section we study the joint effect of data streams and radio frequency chains rf
on both hybrid and digital beamforming performance. We set SNR=5 dB. Figure 3
shows the performance comparison of both schemes. It can be noted that by increasing
the data streams , the achievable sum rate of hybrid and digital beamforming will also

P

M

increase. The data streams are limited by the constant of maximum power max
. By
decreasing the data streams, the performance gap between digital and hybrid can be
N
bridged. If we limit the number of radio frequency chain rf and the analog to digital
converters (ADCs), the performance gab between both schemes digital and hybrid will
decrease by reducing the number of streams .

Figure 3. Joint Effects Of

and N rf On Digital and Hybrid Beamforming.
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N
5.3. Effect of rf on hybrid beamforming
In this part, the performance of the hybrid beamforming is examined by varying the
number of RF chains. Figure 4 presents of hybrid algorithm for deferent setting of
N rf  8 : 20
, at SNR = 5dB and  8 . We can see that by increasing the number of RF
chains and ADCs, the performance of the hybrid algorithm can be improved significantly
and the gap between the two schemes becomes small and almost constant when the
number of RF chains are more than the twice of the data streams.

Figure 4. Effect of N rf on the Hybrid Beamforming.

6. CONCLUSION
We have designed a hybrid beamforming scheme for downlink MU-massive MIMO
system. Hybrid scheme is indirectly designed by using WSMSE to maximize the total
sumrate, whereas conventional block diagonalization is used for digital beamforming. We
examine the relation between two by considering different parameters such as SNR,
number of data symbols and the number of RF chains and ADCs. From the result we
conclude that the performance gap between hybrid and digital beamforming can be
bridged by decreasing the number of data streams for a given number of ADCs and RF
chains. On the other hand, when the number of data streams are fixed, an increase in
RF chains and ADC increases the total sum rate of hybrid scheme that we expect. The
hybrid beamforming reaches the same performance of digital beamforming when SNR
reaches from the low to the high region.
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